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Transcription: 

 

Friendship is the joy of reason, 

Dearer yet than that of love 

Love but lasts a transient season 

Friendship formes [sic] the bliss above 

   Valentine 

Feb th 14. 1849 

 

 

[Second Valentine] 

 

 

Ay! firm shall my friendship be, 

E'en in misfortune's troubl'd sea, 

As the blossom bending to the blast, 

For every fiber's rooted fast. 

    [Peabel.] 

Columbia. 

      February 14th  1849. 

 

Analysis: Wiggin 

The two valentines are in different hands, recipients unidentified.  Possibly, they were written for 

each other, and if so, then it's reasonable to suppose that it was Thomas Welsh and Annie Young.  

The handwriting would appear to support this.  It is unclear how the second one is signed, but 

perhaps it is a pet name that Thomas had for Annie.    

 

Note: 

The first Valentine appears in several period publications, beginning in the late eighteenth 

century, the earliest appearing in 1784. In that example, the poem is entitled “On Friendship” and 

is attributed to Dr. Hawkesworth. The publication is entitled The New Foundling Hospital for 

Wit, published in London. The only change Welsh has made is to substitute the word “formes” 

[sic] in the last line for the word “makes” in the original.  

 



Scope and Content: 

Two handwritten valentines with raised decorative border. First is 1 stanza, 4 lines and signed 

"Valentine." Verse is similar to that attributed to Dr. Hawkesworth in The New Foundling 

Hospital for Wit, 1784. Second is 1 stanza, 4 lines and signed "[Peabel]". Since the valentines are 

in different hands it is probable that they were exchanged between Thomas Welsh and Annie 

Young. It is unclear how the second one is signed, but perhaps it is a pet name that Thomas had 

for Annie. Thomas Welsh and Annie Young were married on October 24, 1850. 

 


